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Helping Someone who may be feeling suicidal
Be aware of the signs you have seen; also, your attitude and confidence to
take on such a challenging issue. IF you are concerned but don’t feel you
can ask the question about suicide then ask someone else. If you do feel
you can speak to the person, start the conversation.

Ask direct questions – “I have noticed various signs that are concerning, are you
thinking about suicide?”; Asking someone directly about suicide will NOT put
thoughts in their head. Do your best to appear calm, confident and empathetic.
The person may not be feeling suicidal; they may just be feeling low. They may
seem dismissive – “I’m Fine” ; BUT let them know what you have noticed and that
you are there and you care.

Listen to what they have to say; be patient and calm; don’t judge them; ask
open ended questions e.g. what’s making you feel this way? What can we
do to get you support? Etc; allow them to talk about their thoughts and
feelings and reasons for wanting to die; allow them to express their
feelings; let them know its ok to cry.
Assess the danger to the persons life; ask do they have a plan for suicide; how they
intend to die; if they have decided to carry out their plan; if they have taking steps
to secure means to end their life; if they have been taking drugs or excess alcohol;
whether they have at attempted suicide in the past. Ask they are hearing voices
and what the voices are saying. Find out what supports are available to people;
have they told anyone how they are feeling; any changes in their life e.g. social or
family life; any treatments they may have received for mental health problems.
Once you have established that there is suicide risk – don’t leave the person alone;
agree a safety plan; focus on what the suicidal person should do; take them to A&E
if need be; contact a 24hr support line (both the suicidal person and the person
offering support); find all relevant friends and family of the suicidal person and get
them up to speed to act as a support network. Although you can offer support you
are not responsible for the actions and behaviours of someone else and cannot
decide what they do.
Encourage the person to get professional help. If they refuse to get help; contact
24hr helplines; family members may be able to contact the persons GP and get
advice. If at any stage, there is a sense that there is danger to immediate life e.g. the
person has a weapon; call the police. If they have already acted on their thoughts
and harmed themselves call and ambulance. Its important to challenge the stigma
of seeking help and encourage the person to reach out and ask for help. Also, if you
have had to deal with such a traumatic crisis; you too can get help.
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